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LeaseCalcs: 
Expand Without Reducing 
Profits?  Yes!
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Can you Expand Without 
Reducing Profits?  Yes, it 
is possible!

Thinking a bit more strategically can 
yield a “P&L neutral” expansion.

Tenants continue to be under significant pressures 
to improve profitability.  Tenants finding themselves 
in need of additional space are frequently caught in 
a debate between the business case for additional 
square footage and the financial case for making do 
without the added space.  However, when tenants 
– and their brokers – really understand lease 
accounting they will find it is possible to satisfy 
both the business and finance teams by thinking 
strategically about the structure and negotiation of 
an amendment to expand the leased premises.  

The first issue to keep in mind when considering 
amending an existing lease is lease accounting 
for amendments is complicated, and also very 
important.  Failing to accurately understand how 
the amendment will impact a tenant’s financial 
statement can quickly yield a very unpleasant 
result where it matters most: net income and 
EBITDA results.  Yet virtually nobody gets this 
right when analyzing lease amendments – brokers 
and tenants alike.  (Unless, if you will pardon the 
shameless plug, they are using LeaseCalcs!) 

Second, in order to take advantage of any 
opportunity to protect or improve a company’s 
P&L results, tenants contemplating an expansion 
should consider the bigger picture.  Though precise 
statistics are currently hard to come by, anecdotal 
evidence suggests a large majority of leases 
which are expanded are ultimately also extended 
or renewed.  In other words, thinking about an 
expansion in the context of a properly executed 
“blend and extend” strategy can yield additional 
square footage for free on the company’s P&L.  

Take, for example, the case of a tenant leasing 
50,000 square feet who, at the end of the fifth year 
of its eight year lease term, found it needed to 
add almost 6,000 square feet to its premises.  Its 
immediate problem was a lack of space.  If the 
tenant simply did what so many tenants would do 
in such a circumstance, it would add the needed 
square footage on a coterminous basis, meaning 
it would just tack on the additional square footage, 
based on a market rate deal for that space, to its 
existing lease.
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A Simple Expansion Simply Hurts Profitability
In such a scenario the company’s profits would, understandably, be impacted.  Assuming neither the existing 
rents nor the term of the lease were changed when the tenant added the new square footage, the P&L impact 
of doing so is comparable to leasing the additional space elsewhere.  In this illustration, the tenant has 
added 5,800 square feet to its premises for three years (i.e., on a coterminous basis), with minor economic 
concessions from the landlord given the short term and relatively small square footage of the added premises.  

To put this in perspective, the graph below shows the cash flow and P&L impacts from the original, eight year 
lease term versus the amended lease with the expansion space.  

Hence, it is safe to say a tenant focused on P&L pressures would be dissuaded from doing this deal given the 
$153,000 annual impairment to its profitability.  [Note the lease, as amended, is classified as an operating lease 
under current accounting standards (or a Type B lease under the new standards) and we are ignoring operating 
expenses, taxes, etc., to simplify the discussion.]
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Creating a cushion on the P&L
Now consider the case of a more strategically minded tenant who sees the expansion as an opening to a 
broader amendment to the lease.  If the tenant, or its broker, understands not just how the existing lease 
compares to current market conditions, but also understands some basics of lease accounting, it can evaluate 
whether it is possible to combine the required expansion with a “blend and extend” strategy to achieve a “P&L 
neutral” expansion.

In order to correctly analyze whether there is a true opportunity to structure a “blend and extend and expand” 
amendment, the first step is to think about it purely in the context of a traditional “blend and extend.”  As with 
our prior article regarding “Blend and Extend Failure,” This process requires the tenant and its broker to know 
the existing lease’s balance sheet values, because when amending a lease such that rent payments and lease 
term are affected, those balance sheet values (i.e., deferred rent credit balance, tenant improvement asset 
balances, etc.), are incorporated into the revised P&L accounting calculations resulting from the amendment.   

Returning to the tenant’s existing 50,000 square foot lease, given the economics and GAAP-based accounting 
from that original lease, at the end of the fifth year of the lease term, the tenant would have a deferred rent 
credit balance and a tenant improvement asset balance recorded on its balance sheet.  

Similarly, due to the fact the tenant originally classified its tenant improvements as having a useful life of ten 
years (i.e., longer than the original eight year lease term), the tenant improvement asset would be re-amortized 
to reach a ten year life as opposed to the shorter eight year term.  This, too, would serve to reduce the total 
expense reported on the tenant’s P&L following the effective date of the amendment.  

With this in mind, the next question is whether a “blend and extend” can result in the new straight line rent 
being less than the existing straight line rent, after taking into account the impact of the deferred rent credit 
adjustment.  Ignoring the expansion piece of the puzzle for the time being, modeling the impact of what the 

When amending the lease, the existing 
deferred rent credit balance would be 
included in the calculation of the tenant’s 
new “straight line rent” on its P&L, serving to 
reduce its new straight line rent expense.
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tenant and its broker believe can be achieved in terms of the economics of a traditional blend and extend will 
show if it is possible to create a “cushion” on the P&L to allow for an expansion that does not impair profitability.  

The graph below reveals that if the tenant can reach agreement with the landlord on the economics of its 
modeled blend and extend, it will create “room” on the P&L for an expansion.  (For the skeptical reader, rest 
assured the economics of the blend and extend reflect a realistically achievable scenario where current market 
rents have not reached the in-place rental rates for the remaining lease term.)  Specifically, the tenant’s 
modeled blend and extend would not only reduce cash rent payments, but also create a “cushion” of 
approximately $150,000 per year on the P&L. 

How Much Cushion Do You Need to Expand?
This is where understanding lease accounting – and taking lease analysis beyond discounted cash flows – 
becomes so valuable.  Knowing the P&L impact from the contemplated amendment empowers the tenant to 
know if it can achieve its goals.  Admittedly, the ability to “blend” rents requires a scenario where (a) market 
rents are below the in-place rents in the existing lease and (b) the landlord can be motivated to trade lower rents 
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now for additional lease term – not to mention the expansion that would otherwise not happen due to P&L 
pressures.  However, because knowledge is the key to any successful negotiation, the tenant (and its landlord) 
can understand if a deal is possible.  Since the tenant knows the traditional “blend and extend” it modeled 
will reduce its P&L expense by $150,000, it can then easily determine how much space it could add and 
keep the new P&L expense equal with the pre-amendment P&L expense.  For example, if it could negotiate 
a rental rate of $25 per square foot (i.e., on average over the new seven year term), it could add 6,000 square 
feet of space ($150,000 / 25 = 6,000), without impairing its profitability, or could add 3,000 square feet if rents 
averaged $50 per square foot.

At the end of the negotiation, the landlord and tenant agreed to the blend and extend, and also reached an 
agreement for the tenant to pay, on average, $25.86 per square foot for an additional 5,800 square feet of 
space, with the lower rental rate for the expansion space reflective of the tenant taking the space “as is”.  
By understanding a simple expansion was bad for the tenant’s profitability, and because the tenant and 
its broker were able to easily calculate how much P&L cushion could be created via a blend and extend 
strategy, the tenant and its broker were able to use that knowledge in discussions with the landlord to 
create a true “win-win” scenario.  
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So what is the secret?  
How do you achieve a 
“P&L neutral” expansion?  

Additional Things to 
Think About

• If the term of your lease for a new facility overlaps with the end of the lease at your existing 
facility, is it possible to mitigate – if not eliminate – the duplication of rent expense on your P&L 
during that overlapping period?  It’s possible when you know lease accounting. 

• Executing a traditional blend and extend strategy can be a win on cash, but actually a bigger 
loss on the P&L.  Do you know what the outcome will be before you sign the amendment?  Do 
you know how to turn the loss on the P&L into a gain?  You will with LeaseCalcs.

• Lease amendment decisions (extension, expansion, contraction or combination of one or 
more), that are made on the basis of cash flow alone can look very different after they are 
signed and hit the P&L.  Make sure you see the impact before you sign the amendment, 
because changes can be made to the structure and negotiations to improve the outcome.

Know the answers before you sign that next amendment by using 
LeaseCalcs.  LeaseCalcs is the only lease accounting and analysis 
application that automatically incorporates and calculates the full 
financial statement impact from any and all lease amendments.   

Contact us today to schedule a demo or to learn how LeaseCalcs 
can help you drive better financial results. 949.284.6900 or   
info@LeaseCalcs.com


